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Abstract 
Graph technology has come a long way. In this article the author considers what 
propels this success and the positive impact this technology is making. 
 
 
 
 
Introduction 
Graph technology has come a long way – from powering investigative journalism in 
the Panama and Paradise papers to helping in the search for a cure to cancer, 
even helping speed up our exploration of deep space.  
 
What propels this is its success with helping developers better understand data 
relationships.  It’s quintessentially a technology optimized for finding and tracking 
connections – and in a context where the volume of data keeps exploding, so is the 
value of the connections businesses want to extract from it. 
 
So last year’s Paradise Papers1 revelations and their 2015 predecessors, 
The Panama Papers, have put under the spotlight a complex web of the 1% 
financial dealings, achieved through probing, sifting and managing huge volumes of 
data.    At 2.6 terabytes and 11.5 million documents, the Panama Papers alone was 
far larger than anything Snowden or Wikileaks ever managed, while its 2017 
successor was not far behind, at 1.4 TB of data and 13.4 million documents. 
 
These exposures of the activities of clients of offshore law firms qualify as the 
world’s largest financial investigative journalism probes ever.  Why was this 
technology so suitable for this landmark work?  Graph databases excel at spotting 
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data relationships at scale. Consider the case of the former Icelandic Prime 
Minister, Sigmundur Gunnlaugsson, who was forced to step down after 
revelations that his family hid millions in offshore accounts. Gunnlaugsson was 
connected to the offshore accounts only indirectly, several steps removed, via his 
wife.  
 
That attempt at hiding his trail using layers of connections is highly typical of such 
cases, and such connections remain invisible using a standard relational database 
approach.  
 
Meanwhile, one of the latest investigative journalism projects that graph technology 
is powering is research into Russian Twitter trolls.  US broadcaster NBC ran a 
recent story based on mining of a set of 200,000 deleted Tweets sent out by 
suspect sources into how this form of fake news might have affected the 2016 US 
Presidential election2.  It found that the key to detecting fake news is spotting those 
hidden connections between accounts, posts, flags and websites.  
 
Also note that a highly significant fact to these data investigations is that they are 
carried out not by University PhDs, a big consultancy or an IT team at a major 
software firm, but a tiny team of data-trained reporters. 
 
Graph and its role in medicine 
That’s the first story of the impact of graph technology.  The second story is about 
its impact in the field of medical research.  It turns out finding a cure for cancer is a 
very multi-faceted problem with a lot of moving parts: factors include things like 
what compounds you use for your medical research, what segment of the 
population you are targeting, their demographic, their genetic history, their medical 
history, their lifestyle, whether they are smokers or non-smokers, amongst other 
aspects.  
 
All these things affect and influence each other.  What you are looking at is a 
massively connected data problem of factors such that if you change this one 
component, then through a butterfly effect it will cascade across the network.  The 
challenge is that medical research institutions have data stored in disparate silos – 
or even in different institutions, so data on genetic makeup is in one database, and 
data on diets and lifestyles in another database, and you can’t easily cross relate 
these data sets with traditional tools.  The problem is compounded by the fact that 
these institutions are often wedded to relational database technology, which is 
extremely poor at analyzing connections. 
 
By contrast, the USP of graph database technology lies in discovering relationships 
between data points and understanding them – and at huge scale.  That is why it is 
ideal at allowing the medical researcher to uncover hidden patterns when they are 
looking at the hard problems out there, and may thus prove critical in powering 
cross disciplinary research and real medical breakthroughs. 
 
The third example of the huge impact graph technology is having concerns NASA’s 
Project Orion deep space exploration vehicle3, based in the Johnson Space Centre 
in Houston, Texas.  A couple of years ago the Orion project ran in to a significant 
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problem; in all of its test simulations, the return capsule ended up being upside 
down or sideways on.  
 
It turns out that there is a part on the return capsule called the upright construct, 
which ensures it is facing in the right direction, and the operating construct here 
was faulty.  This is not NASA’s first space mission, however – and over the last 50 
years it has built up a lot of corporate knowledge about how to do this. As a 
disciplined engineering organization it has a Lessons Learned Database containing 
evidence built up over a long time of all the things used in engineering, both the 
things that have succeeded and the things that didn’t.  
 
It turns out that Project Orion’s upright construct shares the same DNA as the 
1960s Project Apollo, so maybe the solution to the problem lies in the files relating 
to Apollo?  The challenge was that the dataset was too huge to easily navigate to 
find out this insight.  After considerable time was spent trying to glean something 
from the database, which proved fruitless, the chief knowledge architect decided to 
move the data into a knowledge graph.  In just three hours, he had found 20 
potential documents that could be related to the problem – and soon, NASA 
discovered the solution.  
 
The mission was back on track, just another example of how graph technology is 
having a positive impact on our world.  
 
Another huge impact graph technology is having on our lives is in the area of 
Machine Learning (ML) and AI.  A lot of AI and ML is actually based on graph, and 
a lot of the algorithms that underpin it can be expressed as graph data structures.  
Also, while Google's dominant search engine has always been driven by smart 
software, it has recently become even smarter after incorporated AI and expressing 
its underlying architecture in a Knowledge Graph. 
 
In conclusion 
Google isn’t the only company using the power of Knowledge Graph as a way to 
complement its underlying software – look at the now almost ubiquitous shopping or 
customer service ‘bot’.  eBay’s AI-powered ShopBot, for example, is built on just 
such a graph representation. 
 
Graph is having a huge impact, smart developers agree. Is it time to see what 
positive impact this technology could make on your project or organization?  
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